Crisis Management and Special Risks

Active Assailant Insurance

The threat of a physical attack has become a real risk for many businesses and public service providers in recent years, with both terrorist and active assailant incidents on the rise. AXA XL offers specialist insurance and crisis management services to help organizations prepare for these complex, ever-changing threats and recover quickly if an incident happens.

Coverage

- Broad definition of qualifying weapons: Hand-held weapon includes any hand-held instrument or explosive device worn on the body and road vehicles
- Property damage and time element
- Non-physical damage time element
- Coverage for an active assailant event occurring within 350 feet of the insureds premises
- Ingress/egress (property damage and non-physical damage)
- Extra expenses involved in managing and recovering from an incident, including:
  - Public relations costs
  - Relocation expenses
  - Counselling costs and/or psychiatric care
  - Medical expenses
  - Employee retraining
  - Additional security measures
  - Any other costs we agree are reasonable

Target Industries:

We accept clients from a wide range of industries and business sizes, from mid-sized companies to large multi-nationals. Typical organizations include:
- Academic institutions
- Hospitality businesses
- Stadiums
- Casinos
- Municipalities
- Healthcare providers
- Retailers/malls
- Media and telecoms businesses

Crisis response services

Our insurance is backed by expert advice from S-RM, a leading specialist risk and business intelligence consultancy. S-RM helps clients understand the security risks their business’ face and find the most effective way to deal with them. Services include tailored risk assessments, security planning and active security management.

Capacity

Up to USD 25 million, for any one risk
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Why choose AXA XL?

- **Top ranking for innovation.** #1 ranking on Advisen’s Pacesetters Index for insurance innovation for the last four years.

- **Financial strength you can count on.** AXA XL’s core operating insurance and reinsurance companies have one or more of the following financial strength ratings: A.M. Best A+, S&P AA-.

- **Global network.** One of the world’s largest providers of global commercial insurance programs, serving clients in over 200 countries and territories through owned offices and network partners, managing over 5,000 global programs.

- **One team.** Your team. Underwriting, claims, risk management and risk engineering experts together with global and regional leadership, work closely together to anticipate and respond to clients’ needs.

- **Empowered claims teams.** Over 1,200 highly experienced, locally empowered claims professionals manage covered claims in more than 200 countries and territories.

- **Loss prevention.** With a network of close to 400 Risk Consulting professionals worldwide, our team can help you build a more effective risk management strategy through customizable programs.
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**Contact**

**Morgan Shrubb**
Underwriting Manager - War, Terrorism & Political Violence
Atlanta office +1 770 677 1730
Mobile +1 404 725 1255
morgan.shrubb@axaxl.com

**Clara Chan**
Senior Underwriter - War, Terrorism & Political Violence
Boston Office +1 617 478 4236
Mobile +1 617 755 2375
clara.chan@axaxl.com

**Alexander Baker**
Underwriter – War, Terrorism & Political Violence
New York Office +1 212 915 6467
Mobile +1 917 602 1513
alexander.baker@axaxl.com

**Jason Gardenhire**
Underwriter - War, Terrorism & Political Violence
Dallas Office +1 972 383 7162
Mobile +1 214 517 8430
jason.gardenhire@axaxl.com
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The information contained herein is intended for informational purposes only. Insurance coverage in any particular case will depend upon the type of policy in effect, the terms, conditions and exclusions in any such policy, and the facts of each unique situation. No representation is made that any specific insurance coverage would apply in the circumstances outlined herein. Please refer to the individual policy forms for specific coverage details. AXA XL is a division of AXA Group providing products and services through three business groups: AXA XL Insurance, AXA XL Reinsurance and AXA XL Risk Consulting. In the US, the AXA XL insurance companies are: AXA Insurance Company, Catlin Insurance Company, Inc., Greenwich Insurance Company, Indian Harbor Insurance Company, XL Insurance America, Inc., XL Specialty Insurance Company and T.H.E. Insurance Company. Not all of the insurers do business in all jurisdictions nor is coverage available in all jurisdictions. Information accurate as of July 2020.
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